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Abstract. A new 3D face database that includes a rich set of expressions,
systematic variation of poses and different types of occlusions is presented in
this paper. This database is unique from three aspects: i) the facial expressions
are composed of judiciously selected subset of Action Units as well as the six
basic emotions, and many actors/actresses are incorporated to obtain more
realistic expression data; ii) a rich set of head pose variations are available; and
iii) different types of face occlusions are included. Hence, this new database can
be a very valuable resource for development and evaluation of algorithms on
face recognition under adverse conditions and facial expression analysis as well
as for facial expression synthesis.

1. Introduction
In recent years face recognizers using 3D facial data have gained popularity due to
their relative advantages over 2D schemes, notably lighting and viewpoint
independence. This trend has also been enabled by the wider availability of 3D range
scanners. The 3D face processing can be envisioned in two roles, either as a single
modality biometric approach in lieu of the 2D version or in a complementary mode in
a multi-biometric scheme. Another prime application of 3D facial processing is the
understanding of facial expressions for affective human-computer interfaces.
Most of the existing methods for facial feature detection and person recognition
assume frontal and neutral views only, and hence biometry systems have been
designed accordingly. However, this forced posing can be uncomfortable for the
subjects and limit the application domains. Therefore, the pressing need in this field is
to develop algorithms working with natural and uncontrolled behaviour of subjects. A
robust identification system can also cope with the subjects who try to eschew being
recognized by posing awkwardly and worse still, by resorting to occlusions via
dangling hair, eyeglasses, facial hair and other accessories.
On the other hand, understanding of facial expressions has wide implications
ranging from psychological analysis to affective man-machine interfaces. Once the

expression is recognized, this information can also be used to help the person
identifier and/or adapt the interface.
The desiderata of a 3D face database enabling a range of facial analysis tasks
ranging from expression understanding to 3D recognition are the following: i) Action
units from Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [1], both single and compound; ii)
Emotional expressions; iii) Ground-truthed poses; iv) Occlusions originating from
hair tassel, eyeglasses and a gesticulating hand. Motivated by these exigencies, we set
out to construct a multi-attribute 3D face database.
Table 1. List of some well known 3D face databases. Sub.: subjects Samp.: samples per
subject, Occl.: occlusions, NA: not available
Database

Sub.

Samp.

Total

Expression

Bosphorus

105

31-54

4652

34 expressions (action
units & six emotions)

FRGC v.2
[2]

466

1-22

4007

BU-3DFE
[3]

100

25

2500

ND2006 [4]

888

1-63

13450

York [5]

350

15

5250

CASIA [6]

123

15

1845

GavabDB
[7]

61

9

549

3DRMA
[8]

120

6

720

Anger, happiness,
sadness, surprise,
disgust, puffy
Anger, happiness,
sadness, surprise,
disgust, fear (in 4
levels)
Happiness, sadness,
surprise, disgust, other
Happiness, anger, eyes
closed, eye-brows
raised
Smile, laugh, anger,
surprise, closed eyes
Smile, frontal
accentuated laugh,
frontal random gesture
NA

Pose
13 yaw,
pitch &
cross
rotations

Occl.
4
occlusions
(hand, hair,
eyeglasses)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Uncontrol
led up &
down

NA

NA

NA

Left, right,
up, down

NA

Slight
left/right
&
up/down

NA

1.1. Comparisons with Major Open 3D Face Databases
Various databases for 3D face recognition and occasionally 3D expression analysis
are available. Most of them are focused on recognition; hence contain a limited range
of expressions and head poses. Also, none of them contain face occlusions. One of
the most popular 3D database FRGC v.2 [2], though the biggest one in the number of
subjects has only a few mild expressions. The database richest in the spectrum of
emotional expressions is BU-3DFE [3]. Every subject displays four intensity levels of
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the six emotions. Table I lists publicly available databases of relevance and compares
with our database.
The Bosphorus database represents a new comprehensive multi-expression, multipose 3D face database enriched with realistic occlusions. The database has the
following merits: i) Many action units from the FACS [1] in addition to the basic six
emotional expressions; ii) Various ground-truthed head poses are available; iii) A
number of facial occlusion types are captured from the subjects. Finally in order to
achieve more natural looking expressions, we have employed actors and actresses
from professional theatres, opera and the conservatory school.
The content of the database is given in Section 2, and data acquisition is explained
in Section 3. In Section 4 the acquired data are evaluated. Finally conclusion is given
in Section 5.

1. Database Content
The database consists of 105 subjects in various poses, expressions and occlusion
conditions. 18 subjects have beard/moustache and short facial hair is available for 15
subjects. The majority of the subjects are aged between 25 and 35. There are 60 men
and 45 women in total, and most of the subjects are Caucasian. Also, 27 professional
actors/actresses are incorporated in the database. Up to 54 face scans are available per
subject, but 34 of these subjects have 31 scans. Thus, the number of total face scans is
4652. Each scan has been manually labelled for 24 facial landmark points such as
nose tip, inner eye corners, etc, provided that they are visible in the given scan. These
feature points are given in Table II.
In the following subsections, the collected facial expressions, head poses and
occlusions are explained in detail.
Table 2. Manually labeled 24 facial landmark points.
1-6. Inner/middle/outer eyebrow
7-8. Outer left/right eye corners
9-10. Inner left/right eye corners
11-12. Nose saddle left/right
13. Left nose peak
14. Nose tip
15. Right nose peak
16. Left mouth corner
17. Upper lip outer middle
18. Right mouth corner
19. Upper lip inner middle
20. Lower lip inner middle
21. Lower lip outer middle
22. Chin middle
23-24. Ear lobe left/right

2.1. Facial Expressions
Two types of expressions have been considered in the Bosphorus database. In the first
set, the expressions are based on action units (AUs) of the FACS [1]. AUs are
assumed to be building blocks of facial expressions, and thus they can constitute a
flexible basis for them. Since each action unit is related with the activation of a
distinct set of muscles, their veracity can be assessed quite objectively. Out of 44 AUs
in FACS, we have collected a subset which was easier to enact. The selected action
units were grouped into 20 lower face AUs, five upper face AUs and three AU
combinations.
In the second set, facial expressions corresponding to certain emotional
expressions were collected. These are: happiness, surprise, fear, sadness, anger and
disgust. These expressions were found to be universal among human races [9].
For the acquisition of action units, subjects were given explications about the
intended action as well as negative feedback if they did not enact correctly. Also to
facilitate the instructions, a video clip showing the correct facial motion for the
corresponding action unit was displayed on the monitor [10]. However, in the case of
emotional expressions, there were no video or photo guidelines so that subjects had to
improvise. Only if they were unable to enact, they were told to mimic the expression
in a recorded video or photograph. Moreover, a mirror was placed in front of the
subjects for immediate visual feedback.
In Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the 34 expressions in the database are given.
Also, Fig. 1 shows some 3D faces displaying the happiness emotions of
actors/actresses. These facial images are rendered with texture mapping and synthetic
lighting.
It is important to note that not all subjects could properly produce all AUs, some of
them were not able to activate related muscles or they could not control them.
Therefore, in the database few expressions are not available for some of the subjects.
Also, the captured AUs need to be validated by trained AU experts. Second, since no
video acquisition was possible for this database, the AUs were captured at their peak
intensity levels, which were judged subjectively. Notice that there was no explicit
control for the valence of pronounced expressions. As in any other database, acted
expressions are not spontaneous and thoroughly natural. All these factors constitute
the limitations of this database for expression studies.

Fig. 1. Some samples from happiness expression captured from actors/actresses.
Texture mapping and synthetic lighting is applied for rendering.
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Fig. 2. Lower face action units: lower lip depressor (a), lips part (b), jaw drop (c),
mouth stretch (d), lip corner puller (e), left lip corner puller (f), right lip corner puller
(g), low intensity lip corner puller (h), dimpler (i), lip stretcher (j), lip corner
depressor (k), chin raiser (l), lip funneler (m), lip puckerer (n), lip tightener (o), lip
presser (p), lip suck (q), upper lip raiser (r), nose wrinkle (s), cheek puff (t).

Fig. 3. Upper face action units: outer brow raiser (a), brow lowerer (b), inner brow
raiser (c), squint (d), eyes closed (e).

Fig. 4. Action unit combinations: jaw drop + low intensity lip corner puller (a), lip
funneler + lips part (b), lip corner puller + lip corner depressor (c).

Fig. 5. Emotional expressions: happiness (a), surprise (b), fear (c), sadness (d),
anger (e), disgust (f).

Fig. 6. Head poses: neutral (a); yaw rotations: +10° (b), +20° (c), +30° (d), +45°
(e), +90° (f), -45° (g) and -90° (h) pitch rotaions: upwards (i), slight upwards (j),
slight downwards (k), downwards (l); right-downwards (m) and right-upwards (n).

Fig. 7. Occlusions: eye occlusion with hand (a), mouth occlusion with hand (b),
eyeglasses (c) and hair (d).
2.2. Head Poses
Various poses of the head are acquired for each subject (Fig. 6). There are three types
of head poses which correspond to seven yaw angles, four pitch angles, and two cross
rotations which incorporate both yaw and pitch. For the yaw rotations, subjects align
themselves by rotating the chair on which they sit to align with stripes placed on the
floor corresponding to various angles. For pitch and cross rotations, the subjects are
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required to look at marks placed on the walls by turning their heads only (i.e., no eye
rotation).
Notice that pose angles are prone to slight errors. Especially poses including pitch
rotations can be subjective, since subjects were requested to turn their head toward
target marks. This introduced slight angular errors due to differences of rotation
centres which depended on subjects. Whenever subjects were tempted to rotate their
eyes in lieu of their heads toward the targets, they were warned.
2.3. Occlusions
For the occlusion of eyes and mouth, subjects were allowed to choose a natural pose
for themselves; for example, as if they were rubbing their eyes or as if they were
surprised by putting their hands over their mouth. For occlusion with eyeglasses, we
had a pool of different eyeglasses so that each subject could select at random one of
them. Finally, if subjects’ hair was long enough, their faces were also scanned with
hair partly occluding the face (Fig. 7).
The subject to subject variation of occlusions is more pronounced as compared to
expression variations. For instance, while one subject occludes his mouth with the
whole hand, another one may occlude it with one finger only; or hair occlusion on the
forehead may vary a lot in tassel size and location.

2. Data Acquisition
Facial data are acquired using Inspeck Mega Capturor II 3D, which is a commercial
structured-light based 3D digitizer device [11]. The sensor resolution in x, y & z
(depth) dimensions are 0.3mm, 0.3mm and 0.4mm respectively, and colour texture
images are high resolution (1600x1200 pixels). It is able to capture a face in less than
a second. Subjects were made to sit at a distance of about 1.5 meters away from the
3D digitizer. A 1000W halogen lamp was used in a dark room to obtain homogeneous
lighting. However, due to the strong lighting of this lamp and the device’s projector,
usually specular reflections occur on the face. This does not only affect the texture
image of the face but can also cause noise in the 3D data. To prevent it, a special
powder which does not change the skin colour is applied to the subject’s face.
Moreover, during acquisition, each subject wore a band to keep his/her hair above the
forehead to prevent hair occlusion, and also to simplify the face segmentation task.
The propriety software of the scanner is used for acquisition and 3D model
reconstruction. We reconstructed faces right after the image acquisition, which
although laborious, gave us an opportunity to quickly check the quality of the
scanning, and repeat it if necessary. In this phase data is also segmented manually by
selecting a polygonal face region. In order to remove noise, several basic filtering
operations (like Gaussian and Median filtering) are applied. Finally, each scan is
down-sampled and saved in two separate files that store colour photograph and 3D
coordinates. A segmented 3D face approximately consists of 35K points.

3. Discussion of Data Quality
Despite precautions and adjustments for maximum quality data, some errors and noise
persisted due to the 3D digitizing system and setup conditions. The remaining bugs
are explained below.

Fig. 8. Commonly occurring problems during image acquisition and face reconstruction. Top
row shows basic filtering and self-occlusion problem. In the middle row, noise due to hair,
movement, and facial hair is seen. At the bottom left, an error in the depth level of the tongue,
and at the right, its correction is displayed.

Movements: Though images are captured within one second, motion of the subjects’
faces can be source of severe data corruption. A comfortable seat with a headrest was
used to diminish the subject movements during long acquisition sessions. However,
this problem can also happen for instance due to breathing or muscle contractions
during expressions. Therefore, faces that were deemed to be seriously faulty were recaptured. In the database, movement noise emerges especially in case of expressions,
but depends on the subject and occurs sporadically. An example is shown in the
middle row of Fig. 8.
Hairs and Eyes: Data on hair and facial hair, such as beard and eyebrows, generally
causes spiky noise. Spiky surfaces arise also over the eyes. Basic smoothing filtering
reduces these types of noises (Fig. 8).
Self-occlusions: Since data are captured from single views with this system, selfocclusions occur. The consequences are holes in the facial data, and uncompleted and
distorted facial contours. Holes are formed due to missing data, mostly at the sides of
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the nose. Even slight head rotations generate high amount of self-occlusions. In Fig. 2
some of these problems are illustrated. No processing was performed for these
problems.
Discontinuity: Discontinuity problems develop either inside the mouth when mouth is
open, or in occluded face scans. The reconstruction of depth values at these
discontinuous regions can sometimes be faulty. These errors are corrected by manual
intervention using the system’s software (Fig. 8).

4. Conclusion and Future Work
We have described the components, merits and limitations of a 3D face database, rich
in Action Units, emotional expressions, head poses and types of occlusions. The
involvement of actors/actresses, especially in the case of expressions, is considered to
be an advantage.
Several projects in the area of biometry and man-machine interfaces are being
conducted on this database. Face recognition experiments have already been carried
out on this database. These experiments consider the effect of face registration on the
identification performance when the reference face model is obtained from neutral
faces while test faces contain a variety of expressions. This research is presented in a
companion paper [12]. Another research path is that of automatic facial landmarking.
Automatically located landmarks can be used as initial steps for better registration of
faces, for expression analysis and for animation. Various algorithms ranging from
active appearance models to bunch graphs and statistical matched filter are studied
[13].
For facial analysis and synthesis applications, non-rigid registration of faces is a
very important intermediate step. Although variations due to expressions can be
analyzed by rigid registration or landmark-based non-rigid registration methods, more
faithful analysis can only be obtained with detailed non-rigid registration. Improved
registration with non-rigid methods facilitates automatic expression understanding,
face recognition under expressions and realistic face synthesis studies. The ill-posed
problem of non-rigid registration has been addressed in [14].
Finally, this database has been used for 3D face detection purpose. A recently
introduced generic transformation invariant 3D feature detector [15] is being
experimented to locate scanned faces in 3D space.
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